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Fig. 2: Diferent RAN slicing options.
Finaly, the last option (“Option 3”) is the so-caledslice-
speciﬁc RAN. In this case, only the air interface is shared
among network slices, while al the other functionality is
instantiated speciﬁcaly for each tenant. This conﬁguration
provides the maximum degree of freedom, given that each
network slice can be customized down to the physical layer.
However, this option also requires a tight synchronization
between the multi-tenancy policies implemented by a common
part, and the per-slice (dedicated) implementation.
This option could be particularly useful in scenarios where
diferent radio access technologies coexist within the same
shared spectrum, e.g., 4G and 5G. Since it may be very
chalenging to dynamicaly realocate spectrum resources at a
ﬁne time granularity, this option may potentialy harm resource
utilization and limit the potential multiplexing gains.
The above options can be regarded as a “roadmap” to enable
a fuly conﬁgurable protocol stack to support any network
slicing option, where each option presents a diferent trade-
of between efﬁciency, isolation and complexity. For the ﬁrst
release ofPOSENS, we decided to implement “Option 1,”
which can bring the maximum efﬁciency gains and provides
end- to-end slicing, in this way providing researchers with a
tool to experiment with diferent algorithms and mechanisms.
Although options 2 and 3 provide a higher degree of isolation
between slices, “Option 1” already enables key features with-
out requiring the complexity of more advanced RAN schema.7
More speciﬁcaly, this option readily supports experimentation
on fundamental research items in 5G, such as(i)per-tenant
Service Function Chaining (SFC), as the network slices ﬂows
go through chains that contains instantiations of diferent
VNFs, or(i)per-tenant orchestration, as diferent tenants can
implement their own MANO using their prefered software on
their cloud, enforcing thus service speciﬁc management and
orchestration policies regardless of other tenants’ ones.
C. Software building blocks
There are several recent initiatives to prototype mobile net-
works in software, with most solutions building on the GNU
Radio development suite and the Etus Research USRP SDR
platforms, and running on standard Linux-based computing
equipment (Intel x86 PC architectures).8We next provide a
short review of the curent ecosystem of open solutions.
Concerningthe RAN part, three of the most popular SW
solutions to run LTE over SDR are Eurecom’s OpenAirIn-
terface (OAI),9openLTE,10and srsLTE.11OAI [12] provides
an implementation of a subset of LTE Release 10 elements,
including the UE and the eNB. Its performance is considered
relatively good, although is also acknowledged that the code
structure is complex and difﬁcult to customize. It is also worth
mentioning that the eNB and UE RAN are licensed under a
speciﬁc OAI Public License.
7While Options 2 and 3 require very tight synchronization among slices,
this is not an issue for Option 1 since it employs a conventional RAN stack
that already provides the required synchronization.
8We note that there are complete commercial products such as the Amari
LTE 100 (a fuly softwarebased LTE BS solution), its closed license makes























































































































Work BaseSoftware Mainpurpose MainFeature Limitations OpenSource
Mendesetal.[5] srsLTE RANSlicing Multiple,pertenant,eNBvirtualization.
Implementationonly
uptoMAClayer. No
Changetal.[6] OAI RANSlicing Thoroughevaluationofslicesutilization RANSlicingonly. No
Foukasetal.[7] OAI RANSlicing SDN-basedRANslicing Itdoesnotincludeacore. Downloaduponrequest
Foukasetal.[8] OAI End-to-endslicing CoreNetworkhandlingmultipleslices SingleSliceUEonly. No























































































































































































































(a) Independence between slices

















(b) Total and per-slice throughput performance
















(c) Independent Service Function Chaining
Fig. 4:POSENSevaluation experiments
build a service. In particular, we insert two additional user
plane functions into an operating slice: a trafﬁc shaper and a
ﬁrewal. Our experiment works as folows. We start with two
slices serving downlink trafﬁc to the UE, fairly sharing the
channel as ilustrated in Fig. 4c. Then, after 20 s, we add into
“Slice 2” a ﬁrewal function to block incoming connections
and a trafﬁc shaper function to limit the bandwidth to 2 Mbps.
As the ﬁgure ilustrates, the efect is immediate and “Slice 1”
receives a higher throughput. We also conﬁrmed that connec-
tions were blocked immediately. This shows that, even though
the our slicing solution cannot alocate RAN resources directly,
it can control the overal resource consumption (including
RAN) as long as terminals employ some congestion-aware
sending mechanism.
D. Compatibility with commercial equipment
In this section, we conﬁrm that our solution is compat-
ible with commercial equipment. To this aim, we perform
a connectivity test using a Nexus-5 phone, equipped with a
Sysmocom programmable SIM card.18To support this test,
we slightly modiﬁed the hardware setup, ataching an antenna
to the eNB SDR card, and using isolation hardware (Ramsey
electronics shielded enclosures19) to prevent interference.
We conﬁrmed that POSENSsupports both modiﬁed UEs
and commercial UEs, namely, slice-aware and slice-unaware
UEs. In this way, we support scenarios where several UEs can
be atached to the same slice (e.g., eMBB), and only a few
UEs, in need of speciﬁc services, require the instantiation of a
diferent slice (e.g., an URLLC service). This further extends
the applicability of our solution, opening it to a very wide
range of testing scenarios.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented POSENS, an open-source solution for
practical end-to-end network slicing based on slice-aware
shared RAN. This tool includes al the software components
needed to deploy a multi-slice network setup.POSENSenables
the slicing of the RAN as wel as the core, which are
fundamental building blocks for achieving end-to-end network




how it can obtain per-slice customization without paying a
price in terms of performance. Our ultimate goal is to provide
a tool that alows researchers and practitioners to experiment
with per-tenant MANO algorithms, using the now widely
available SDR and cloud hardware commodities.
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